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中文摘要 

 本文旨在建立一個台灣閩南話的口語語料庫，並研究各類連接(副)詞的

功能。本研究的基本假設是自然語料庫的建立及自然語言內的使用情境及頻率的

觀察能更加正確反應連接(副)詞的結構及功能。本研究所討論的連接副詞包括附

加連接(副)詞, 因果連接(副)詞，條件連接(副)詞，相對連接(副)詞以及時間連接

(副)詞。目前，我們已依預期進度轉譯了 190 分鐘的語料。經由各類連接(副)詞

的統計及分析，我們發現連接(副)詞除了主要的字面訊息連接功能外，具有不同

層次的言談功能來反應說話者對連接(副)詞所引出的子句的態度及看法；例如對

聽者或是對談話者本身所知訊息所作的評論，或是反應訊息處理的認知狀態等。

另一方面，在國語或較正式語言裡常用之連接(副)詞，在本研究的語料庫中出現

頻率相當低或不曾出現。此乃因為台灣閩南話主要應用於日常非正式的交談。未

來可在語料庫中增加蒐集來自較正式情境的語料 

關鍵詞： 台灣閩南話; 語料庫; 連接副詞; 附加連接(副)詞;因果連接(副)詞; 條
件連接(副)詞; 相對連接(副)詞; 時間連接(副)詞. 

 

Abstract 

The purpose of this project is to establish an eight-hour corpus of spoken TSM 

and investigate the semantic and pragmatic functions and syntactic patterning of 

adverbial conjunctions in the spoken discourse of Taiwanese Southern Min (TSM).  

The basic assumption is that analysis of data obtained from natural conversations in a 

variety of contexts would yield a better understanding of the functions of adverbial 

conjuntions.    Adverbials that serve a variety of discourse or connective functions 

receive particular attention in addition to the canonical discourse connectives.  The 

adverbial conjunctions under investigation are additive markers, conditionals, 

causal-consequential markers, contrastive markers, and temporal conjunctions.  So 

far, we have transcribed 190 minutes of data and have found that adverbial 

conjunctions play layers of functions ranging from canonical connecting function 

(conceptual linking) to addressee-oriented functions, to that signals cognitive 



processing.  In addition, connectives that are frequent in Mandarin or in formal 

speech are rare in the corpus since TSM is mainly used for daily interaction.  Further 

collection of a more formal TSM speech may reveal a fuller picture of TSM adverbial 

conjunctions. 

Keywords: Taiwanese Southern Min; Corpus; Additive marker; Adverbial 

conjunctions; Causal-consequential; Conditional; Contrastive marker; Temporal 

adverbial conjunction. 

1. Motivation and Goal 

In the past three decades, conjunctive expressions such as but, because, if, etc. 

have been studied from different points of view.  They are usually termed in the 

literature as “discourse connectives”, “adverbial clauses” or subsumed under the 

category “discourse markers”.  Philosophers such as Grice (1975) treat them as 

devices that do not participate in the truth condition of the concurring utterances.  

Pragmatists (e.g. Levinson 1983) concede that discourse connectives signal ‘a 

response or a continuation’ of a prior discourse and analyze them in terms of 

conversational implicatures.  Within the relevance theory, discourse connectives are 

analyzed as devices that encode information that involves hearer’s inferencing based 

on existing beliefs and assumptions (Blakemore 1987, 1989, Sperber and Wilson 

1986).  Within the framework of discourse analysis, conjunctive expressions are 

sometimes classified as “adverbial clauses” (Chafe 1984) or a type of discourse 

markers (Schiffrin 1987) that have non-propositional function and contribute to 

information flow and discourse coherence. 

 The current study aims to establish a corpus of spoken TSM and investigate the 

semantic and pragmatic functions of conjunctive expressions in the spoken discourse 

of Taiwanese Southern Min (TSM).  The basic assumption is that only through 

natural conversations in a variety of contexts can we understand the discourse 

functions of conjunctive expressions.    Adverbials that serve a variety of discourse 

or connective functions will receive particular attention in addition to the canonical 



discourse connectives.  It serves as a continuation of a previous study conducted by 

the current author on TSM contrastive markers (Chang 2001) in an attempt to capture 

the whole picture of TSM conjunctive expressions.  

2. Methodology and Data Collection 

 This project aims to build an eight-hour corpus of TSM conversations August 

2002 through July 2004.  In the first two months of this project, the research 

assistants were trained in the transcription notations postulated by Du Bois et al. 

(1993) that were later adopted for the transcription of the data in the corpus.  At the 

same time, we collected data from daily conversations, telephone conversations and 

conversations in drama serious starred by Taiwanese native speakers.   

So far, we have transcribed 190 minutes of audio data (3 hours 10 min.) into 

intonation units (IU) with a SONY professional transcriber (BM-87DST).  The age 

of the speakers range from 22 to 86 years old.  The dialects spoken by these speakers 

include those of southern Taiwan, middle Taiwan, northern Taiwan and Penghu.  The 

data transcribed include telephone conversations, face-to-face interactions and those 

from TV drama series.  Specially, telephone conversations make up 50.8% of the 

current corpus, conversations from TV drama series 15.9%, and daily conversations 

33.3%.  

This project proceeded with focus given to different types of data at different 

stages.  At the beginning stage, a significant proportion of conversations from TV 

drama series made up the corpus since scripted conversations were easier to for the 

research assistants to decode.  However, the subtitles were only for the researchers’ 

reference since the protagonists in the dramas did not read the Chinese scripts but 

used natural TSM in the conversations.  After the assistants were more familiar with 

the transcribing notations and TSM orthography, we moved our focus to telephone 

conversations and face-to-face conversations.  All the data were discussed in weekly 

meetings and revised by the director of the project. 

The progress reported above is in keeping with the expected progress.  By the 



end of July, 2003, we will have transcribed four hours of TSM conversations and by 

July 2004, we will have transcribed eight hours of TSM spoken data.  In the second 

year of this project, we will focus mainly on transcription and analysis of daily 

conversations.  For a more balanced corpus, we will collect TSM data from the 

eastern part of Taiwan, and if possible, from Kinmen and Matsu.   

3. Results and Discussion 

 

 The 190 minutes of data were coded and analyzed in terms of their distribution 

and their syntactic and semantic-pragmatic functions.  The adverbial conjunctions 

are classified into additives, causal-consequential markers, conditional markers, 

contrastive/concessive markers, and temporal markers.   Below are the results from 

the corpus built to date.  The frequency of the each adverbial conjunction in each 

class is arranged in descending order. 

   
Additives 
啊/猶復有 復來 而且 Total 

17 5 1 23 

74% 21.7% 4.3% 100% 

 
Causal-consequential: 
 (m)才 啊就 所以 因為 煞 算(講) 結果 既然 Total 

86 85 45 26 19 10 9 1 281 

30.6% 30.2% 16% 9.25% 6.8% 3.6% 3.2% 0.4% 100% 

 
Conditionals: 
若 沒 (若)準(講) 假使 如果 Total 

149 76 8 5 0 238 

62.6% 31.9% 3.4% 2.1% 0 100% 

 

Contrastive/concessive 

猶復/ 

復 

但是 m 拘 其實 顛倒 是講 不管 猶是 不過 無論 只要 只是 Total 



275 27 21 6 4 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 340 

80.8% 7.9% 6.2% 1.8% 1.2% 0.6% 0.6% 0.3% 0.3% 0 0 0.3% 100% 

 

Temporal: e 時(陣) 23 (100%) 

 

 Additive markers are mainly used to connect referential contents of two clauses, 

with 啊復有 also used to connect noun phrases.  There is no semantic bleaching 

observed in this group of markers.  It is interesting to note that 而且, which is a 

canonical additive connective in Mandarin, appears only once in the current corpus.  

In terms of style, 而且 sounds formal and is thus less preferred in daily conversations. 

  

 The adverbial conjunctions that are used to express causal-consequential 

relationships range from epistemic markers to more canonical connectives.  The 

most canonical connectives are 因為 and 所以.  因為 marks a cause, and 所以

marks a consequence.  They are primarily used to signal the causal-consequential 

relationships between two propositions, and can therefore be regarded as ‘conceptual’ 

connectives (Blakemore 1987). 算(講) is a causal marker that sometimes concurs 

with 因為 to augment the causal force.  It is a cognitive causal marker which is used 

when more mental processing of the cause of a given event in an extended talk is 

involved.  Such a use may stem from its lexical meaning ‘to count’.  (M)才 and 啊

就 mark different degrees of consequential clauses whose messages are counter to the 

addressee’s expectation. (M)chiah enjoys the highest frequency.  Chiah introduces a 

consequential clause that the addressee’s expectation (cf. Lin 1996).  The 

compounding of m and chiah emerges from the reanalysis of m and chiah where m 

serves as a ‘complex necessary conditional’ that marks an implicit conditional/causal 

clause of the consequential clauses (Chang 1997). 啊都, where 都 receives a 

mid-level tone, is a causal marker that implies a negative attitude toward the lack of 

knowledge of the addressee on the causal element introduced by 啊都.  In contrast 

with (m)才 and 啊都, which points to a message that is beyond the addressee’s 

expectation, connective 煞 and 結果 introduce consequential clauses that are against 

the speaker’s knowledge.  煞 may concur with 結果 to underscore the 



counter-expected force.  In short, causal-consequential markers range from more 

canonical markers 因為 and 所以 to the addressee-oriented attitudinal consequential 

indicators (m)才 and 啊都, to the speaker-knowledge-oriented 煞 and 結果.  On 

the other hand, 算(講) is more cognitive in its function.  

 

 Conditional markers are another class of adverbial conjunctions under 

investigation.  The most frequent conditional marker in our corpus is 若.  It is 

surprising to find that the synonymous connective 如果 is not found in the data 

collected so far.  Intuitively, it embodies a very formal style, which accounts for its 

paucity in our spoken corpus. It marks a canonical conditional relationship that is 

message-oriented.  Bo is the negative counterpart of 若.  As suggested by its 

negative reading, it negates a preceding proposition or an implied shared message and 

introduces a clause that serves a consequence of the condition (cf. Chang 1997).  (若)

準(講), as suggested by the its variants, play a function of conditioning in addition to 

若.  It serves to limit the scope of the conditioning clause and is usually associated 

with a hypothetical situation.  A similar use is found in 若欲.  However, as 欲 in 

若欲 still preserves in part its volitional reading in some instances, in addition to 

suggesting a less probable condition, it sometimes implies the volition of the 

protagonist in question (cf. Chang 1996). 假使 is used in a more institutional talk 

and is therefore more characteristic of a formal talk.  However, since only five 

tokens appear in the corpus, a larger corpus is required for a generalization of its 

function.   

 

As for the functions of contrastive markers, generally speaking, the closer a CM 
is to the sentence matrix, the more it is used for propositional contrast, while the more 
peripheral a CM is, especially m 拘,但是 and 不過, the more likely it is to take on a 
metalinguistic interpretation.  是講 is a newly evolved epistemic marker that signals 
mild contrast and the speaker's puzzlement. 其實 marks a fact in contrast to a 
message implied in a prior context.  顛倒 indicates the contrast between an incorrect 
and a correct message.  猶, 復 and 猶復 are three variants implying different 
degrees of message-oriented contrast that pertain to their referential reading. 猶復, in 

partiular, denotes an addressee-oriented contrast to achieve an argumentative, 
reproaching or contentious effect.  猶是 is a verb complex used to foreground an 



ensuing predicative statement in contrast to an implied message relevant to a prior 
text (Chang 2001). 

 
The temporal expression that is used as a connective is e 時(陣).  The fact that 

only one temporal conjunction is found in the corpus is different from our expectation 
that TSM is rich in temporal conjunctions.  Most of the instances of e 時(陣) serve 

referential marking of time at which the event takes place.  However, it is interesting 
to note that a phonological reduced form esun is observed in one out of the 23 tokens 
of e 時陣.  When phonological reduction occurs, esun characterizes a non-event 

centered predicate and has no temporal reference but is used for a numerating 
function.  In fact, our observation of daily TSM interaction also yields the same 
finding.  An expansion of the corpus and more written record of overheard TSM 
conversation will be conducive to a better understanding of the use of this 
phonologically reduced temporal expression and its possible grammaticalization. 

 

4. Evaluation of the results  
 

 So far, we have made a preliminary investigation into the semantic-pragmatic 

functions of adverbial conjunctions in TSM.  As expected, we have noted that 

different adverbial conjunctions of the same class perform different layers of 

functions, such as distinction between addressee-oriented and 

speaker-knowledge-oriented use, and that between referential and 

attitudinal/epistemic functions.   It is hoped that addition of data to the corpus will 

facilitate a more systematic analysis of the patterning of the different classes of 

adverbial conjunctions in TSM.  Since conjunctions characterizing more formal 

speech are rare in the current corpus, we will collect data from more formal contexts 

in order to reveal a fuller picture of adverbial conjunctions in Taiwanese Southern 

Min. 
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